
How does your camera focus?

“Several pictures out of focus is a mistake, 100 pictures out of focus is ART!” --Anon 

Press the shutter 1/2 way down... In Automatic or Program mode, focus is locked when the shutter-release 
button is pressed half-way down.  The LCD/LED or electronic viewfinder indicates locked focus when -- the camera 
“beeps” and/or an LED “flashes”. Some cameras confirm focus by a visual indicator, an LED or a change in the color 
of the focus icon or a highlighted  box on the “live” screen... 

Focus Modes 

AF-A (Automatic Focus) —Automatic Default. Uses the Full Screen Matrix AREA for focusing on the closest 
subject. Some cameras allow switching to a “single focus area” using one or more focus points in the screen. The user 
can change the focus point using a scroll wheel or a “rocker switch” 

AF-C (Continuous Auto Focus) -- Some cameras by default are set to continuous focus “on” (Turn it off! 
continuous auto focus uses up battery power.) Primarily used to focus on a moving subject using the full screen 
matrix.

AF-S (Single shot, Many Area/Single Area) --Camera focuses on a subject using selected spots in the 
matrix— User can change the focus position with a scroll wheel or rocker switch. Camera re-focuses with every shot.

AF Assist, Active (Focus Lamp, Illuminator). In low light situations the camera can use an infra-red beam, 
and / or the flash to illuminate the subject to make focusing easier and more accurate, usually in dark lighting 
situations.  You may have to turn it on by selecting the appropriate menu item or “pop-up” the flash. Works best up to 
20 feet.

AF Face-Detect / Priority -- Most cameras have “Face Priority Focus” as a second choice. On some cameras 
it’s an automatic addition... A face detection program scans for facial details in a scene and then controls the auto 
focus operation based on the location of the detected face. Even if the subject moves, or as the photographer 
recomposes the picture, face-priority Face-Detect AF keeps focus on the subject's face. On some cameras you can 
turn off  Face Detection.

MF - Manual Focus Focus Ring On the Lens-- Focus manually, from a few feet to infinity, by turning the focus ring 
on the lens.

Focus Button / Wheel -- fixed lens cameras sometimes use the zoom control or a dedicated wheel button to set 
the focus point in the view finder of “live” view.

MF Assist (Magnification) — Some Cameras can zoom into a small area (on the lcd/led screen) which then 
allows you to fine tune the manual focus.

Back Button (AF Lock / Pre-focus lock (Canon)  AE-L / AF-L (Nikon) AEL Sony)

1/2 shutter press or pressing the Back Button * Canon or the AE-L (Nikon / Sony) button. Pre-focusing can be 
effectively used when there is a pre-determined, similar distance between the camera and subject. Focus is fixed until 
you press the focus button again or switch to a different focus mode. Digital cameras have different methods of pre-
focusing and/or locking the focus and exposure.

Nikon website, for When should I use AE-L "http://support.nikonusa.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/440/kw/Lock"

Canon Website, Back-Button Auto Focus Explained "http://www.learn.usa.canon.com/resources/articles/2011/
backbutton_af_article.shtml"

http://support.nikonusa.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/440/kw/Lock
http://www.learn.usa.canon.com/resources/articles/2011/backbutton_af_article.shtml

